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Smartwatch TicWatch GTH
Take  care  of  your  health,  improve  your  fitness  and  don't  miss  any  important  news.  The  TicWatch  GTH  smartwatch  measures  skin
temperature and monitors heart rate, respiration rate, blood oxygen saturation and sleep. It allows you to choose from 14 sports modes
and is water resistant to 5ATM. Its convenient operation is enabled by a high-resolution 1.55″ color display. The device also stands out for
its long battery life, which reaches 10 days on a single charge.
 
Caring for your health
The smartwatch will provide you with valuable information about your health. It can measure your skin temperature with an accuracy of
about 0.1°C and will  immediately notify you of any alarming changes. TicWatch GTH can also accurately measure your heart rate and
blood oxygen saturation for up to 24 hours a day. It also monitors your breathing rate and stress levels. All this will allow you to get to
know your body better and react to alarming symptoms in a timely manner.
 
Get in shape
Perform  in  your  favorite  sport  or  try  something  new.  The  smartwatch  offers  14  sports  modes  such  as  running,  cycling,  swimming,
gymnastics or mountain climbing, for example. It counts steps, distances covered and calories burned, measures your heart rate during
exercise  and  lets  you  set  new  goals  to  achieve.  Moreover,  the  special  TicMotion  detection  system  recognizes  certain  activities  and
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reminds you to record your workout.
 
Clear display
What  makes  operating  a  smartwatch  so  comfortable  and  enjoyable?  The  TicWatch  GTH  features  a  high-resolution  360x320px,  1.55″
touch-sensitive,  curved  display  that  provides  a  clear,  easy-to-read  image  in  almost  any  lighting  condition.  You  can  also  customize  its
appearance to your liking. If you want, upload your favorite photo and set it as a screen background - this way you will give the device a
unique character.
 
Stay connected
With TicWatch GTH, you won't miss anything important. When you pair it with your phone, it will  instantly notify you of incoming calls
and notifications. Messages received will be displayed on the smartwatch screen - just lift your wrist to read them! The device supports 7
languages and is compatible with many popular apps.
 
Additional features
The  smartwatch  offers  even  more  useful  features.  For  example,  it  allows  you  to  remotely  control  the  music  playing  from  your
smartphone. Now just lift your wrist to pause a song or switch to another one - no need to reach for your phone every time! TicWatch
GTH will also remind you to move if you stay in one place for too long. The device also allows you to locate your paired smartphone (if it
is within Bluetooth range).
 
Durable battery
Don't  worry  that  your  smartwatch  will  not  work  when  you  need  it  the  most.  TicWatch  GTH  is  equipped  with  a  durable  battery  with
capacity of 260mAh. This means that when it is fully charged it can serve you perfectly well for up to 10 days. This means that it will be
great for training, at work or even during a trip.
 
Convenient and waterproof
Fearlessly  use  your  smartwatch  in  almost  any  conditions.  The  TicWatch  GTH features  5ATM water  resistance,  which  means  you  don't
have to take it off your wrist when it's raining, exercising, skiing or going to the pool. Water, sweat or snow pose little threat to it! The
smartwatch is also extremely lightweight and comfortable.  It's  equipped with a soft  silicon strap that provides unparalleled comfort.  If
you want, you can also easily exchange it for another one.
 
Brand
Mobvoi
Name
TicWatch GTH
Dimensions
43.2x35.2x10.5mm
Color
Black
Housing material
Metal
Strap material
TPU
Strap width
20mm (interchangeable)
Platform
RTOS
Display
1.55″ TFT
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Resolution
360x320px
Connectivity
BLE  5.1



Waterproof
5ATM
Battery capacity
260mAh
Sensors
Accelerometer, PPG sensors (measurement of heart rate, SpO2 level and respiration rate, wrist detection), skin temperature sensor

Preço:

€ 33.51

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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